Search and Rescue
The Bouvier des Flandres has the agility, versatility,
structure, endurance, temperament and independent
thinking to excel in SAR.
There have been Operational SAR Bouviers
cross-trained in air scenting, tracking/trailing,
cadaver, water search, and disaster.
The incredible versatility of the right Bouvier makes
this an exceptional dog for SAR, an activity that requires
an animal who can solve problems independently.

Carting

Draft work is one of the many fun activities you can do
with your Bouvier and, after you and your dog learn to
cart, there are many things you can do together.
Draft work can be very helpful in the yard, carrying
plants and compost to the garden, pulling a downed
tree limb to the brush pile, taking the trash to the
street.
You can enter parades, give children rides, pull
your equipment into the dog shows, carry your cooler
to a picnic.

Other Bouvier Activities
One of the strengths of the Bouvier des Flandres is its
versatility. Bouviers are also used in the following work:
Fly-ball
Therapy
Tracking Police Service Dogs
Personal Assistance Dogs

What
is
NAWBA
The North American Working Bouvier Association is
a non-profit organization that was established to
preserve, promote and exhibit the working character
of the Bouvier des Flandres on this continent.
NAWBA promotes and encourages training of the
Bouvier that is consistent with its heritage. It also
encourages breeding of the working Bouvier.
In addition to working trials, NAWBA offers
European-style conformation events.

Join us
Perks of NAWBA membership include:
Journal subscription
Mentor program
Competitions
Working breeder contacts
Club store
But most of all you get that great feeling of
supporting the breed of dog that you love, along
with the support of like-minded people.
Learn more about NAWBA on-line at www.nawba.org
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Does
your
Bouvier
want a job?
Want to train for protection sports with your
Bouvier?
Would your Bouvier enjoy matching wits
with errant sheep, cattle or ducks?
Have you ever seen how much fun a Bouv
has in an agility ring?
What about scent work?
A Bouv’s nose knows no bounds.
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